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Company
Overview

Take the guesswork out of watering your lawn. Rachio 

is the only platform that brings together smart sprinkler 

control, wireless leak detection and a powerful app in 

one easy-to-use system. This ensures that caring for your 

yard is a delight – not a chore. 

With Rachio, run your sprinkler system anywhere, 

anytime right from your smartphone. Guided schedule 

creation helps you set up the right watering schedules 

to keep your yard happy and healthy, while avoiding 

overwatering. Your personal watering assistant will 

recommend days and times for watering based on 

your specific location, vegetation and soil type. No 

need to watch the skies – Rachio Weather Intelligence™  

automatically adjusts your watering schedule to reflect 

hyperlocal weather forecasts that will skip watering based 

on rain, wind and freezing temperatures.

Real-time monitoring quickly alerts you to leaks, clogs 

or malfunctioning equipment, protecting your property 

from damage. Rachio fully integrates with your favorite 

smart home technology. Easily get the yard you’ve always 

wanted, while saving time and money. Take control of 

your watering with a Rachio Smart Sprinkler Controller. 
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Rachio History

Rachio started in 2013 when CEO and co-

founder Chris Klein was walking his dog in 

the rain. Chris observed multiple yards with 

sprinklers running, a challenge he had faced 

personally as well. He realized better sprinkler 

control would not only save homeowners 

frustration, water and money; but it also had 

the potential to help communities conserve 

water on a much larger scale. Sixty percent 

of all residential water waste in the US is 

expended on outdoor use. The Rachio 

founders believed leveraging the connected 

power of the internet for residential sprinkler 

control was an elegant solution to our 

country’s significant water waste problem, 

one that was also being amplified by 

prevalent drought. 

In 2014, Rachio released its first 

groundbreaking cloud-based, mobile-

accessible sprinkler controller. It would 

forever change the way we use water by 

empowering consumers to be smarter 

with water in a personally rewarding way. 

In the years since, Rachio has delighted 

consumers across the nation with its best-

selling sprinkler controllers and developed 

partnerships with water utilities, pro 

landscapers and builders to accelerate water 

conservation efforts. Rachio continues to 

innovate, bringing smart home convenience 

to the yard. That original walk in the rain 

sparked the insight that has helped Rachio 

consumers and communities to save more 

than 22 billion gallons of water and counting.

Facts

Rachio has saved consumers and 
communities more than 22 billion 
gallons of water (as of February 2018).

Rachio manufactures all of its product 
in the United States.

Rachio is the most connected smart 
sprinkler controller on the market, 
working with favorite smart home 
platforms like Nest, Google Home, 
Alexa, IFTTT, Alarm.com, SmartThings, 
Control4, Crestron and more.

Rachio products steadily maintain at 
least a 4.7 star consumer feedback 
rating in each of its channels.

In December 2017, Rachio closed their 
Series B round at $10M with Eastside 
Partners, Bonaventure Capital and the 
Amazon Alexa Fund. 

Rachio gained B Corp certification in 
2017.
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